“A treasure trove of rare material from the first decades of cinema.”
—The Whitney Museum of American Art

“The creative explosion that took place at the margins of Hollywood.”—Le Monde, Paris

“This ambitious show - devoted to vanguard cinema from the first half of the motion pictures’ century – could have enough surprises to qualify as history in the (re)making.”—J. Hoberman, The Village Voice

“Rich with inventive and curious experiments.”
—LA Weekly

“An amazing collection, with plenty of playful surrealism and literate influences, many films long thought lost and many more never known to even have existed.”
—The Guardian, London

“In terms of genre, Unseen Cinema covers a lot more ground than a typical film series, but that decision to cast a wide net is true to the early avant-garde, who were willing to include nearly anything in their definition of cinema.”—Rachel Proctor May, The Austin Chronicle

“Unseen Cinema covers a wide range of works. At one end of the spectrum are sequences made for Hollywood blockbusters by visionary directors. Although they were produced by mainstream studios, these episodes have an explosively experimental spirit.”
—David Sterritt, The Christian Science Monitor
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Unseen Cinema: Early American Avant-Garde Film 1894-1941 reveals little known accomplishments of American filmmakers working in the United States and abroad from the invention of cinema until World War II and offers an innovative and often controversial view of experimental film as a product of avant-garde artists, of professional directors and of amateur moviemakers working collectively and as individuals at all levels of film production. Many of the films have not been available since their creation, some have never been screened in public, and almost all have been unavailable in copies as good as these until now. Sixty of the world’s leading film archive collections cooperated with Anthology Film Archives to bring this long-neglected period of film history back to life for modern audiences.

**featured directors**


**special features**

- Digitally mastered from newly preserved and restored 35mm and 16mm prints
- New recordings of original music by George Antheil, Marc Blitzstein and others; new film scores by Eric Beheim, Neal Kurz, Paul Lehrman, Guy Livingston, Rodney Sturz, Donald Sauer and others
- Film notes and filmmaker biographies by historians and scholars Kevin Brownlow, David Curtis, Robert A. Haller, Jan-Christopher Horak, David James, Scott MacDonald, Bruce Posner, David Shepard, Paul Spehr, Celeste Starr and 32 others
- Rare photos of the films and filmmakers
- Essay by curator Bruce Posner

www.unseen-cinema.com

155 Unforgettable films of Avant-Garde Cinema!